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The impact of the strength of negative desynchronizing global coupling NGC on the spatiotemporal
dynamics of an electrochemical relaxation oscillator is studied numerically with a prototypical model, the
electro-oxidation of hydrogen in the presence of poisons. The results are compared with recent experiments.
The NGC has a destabilizing effect on the homogeneous oscillations. Both, in theory and in experiments, the
basic patterns found with increasing global coupling strength are modulated oscillations, target patterns in-
cluding an asymmetric variant, and modulated pulses, the average spatial inhomogeneity during an oscillation
increasing with the intensity of the NGC. It is suggested that this scenario is typical for strong relaxation
oscillations, and a comparison with an electrochemical oscillator exhibiting harmonic oscillations points to the
fact that the critical coupling strength, upon which the complete synchronization is destroyed, is larger for
relaxation oscillations than for harmonic oscillations. In addition, the numerical simulations predicted two- and
three-phase cluster patterns at high coupling strength. Also in experiments cluster patterns were observed,
however only in parameter regions of the local dynamics which were different from the one investigated in this
study.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Active media often possess two types of spatial interac-
tions, local, or, to be more general, nonlocal interactions with
the strength of the spatial coupling decreasing strongly with
the distance from a reference point, and global interactions
by which all locations are coupled to each other with the
same strength. Examples include surface reactions under low
pressure 1–3. Here adsorbed species diffuse on the surface
thereby locally coupling adjacent locations, while the gas
phase mixes rapidly and thus the exchange of reactants with
the gas phase globally couples all reaction sites. Other ex-
amples are systems that are controled through an external
electrical circuit, such as semiconductor devices 4, gas dis-
charge tubes 5, or electrochemical systems 6. In these
systems, the spatially extended device, i.e., the interior sys-
tem the semiconductor element in the first case, and elec-
trodes in the latter two cases, is connected to a voltage or
current generator through an external circuit. Some transport
process along the extended device couples positions locally
and any Ohmic resistance in the external circuit introduces a
global feedback in the voltage drop across the interior system
which is felt at all positions of the spatially extended device
with equal intensity. In a similar manner, a global coupling
GC is introduced in catalytic systems operated at high pres-
sure via electric heating of the catalyst 7,8. Also in biologi-
cal systems the combined action of local and global interac-
tion is often decisive for the dynamics. Cardiac cells are
electrically connected by resistive pores and globally en-
trained by signals generated at the sinoatrial node 9, and
neural tissues often exhibit local and global interactions 10,
to mention just two examples. A global feedback can also be
deliberately imposed on a distributed system to manipulate
or control its spatiotemporal dynamics, as was demonstrated
with the light-sensitive Belousov—Zhabotinsky BZ reac-
tion 11 and the CO oxidation on Pt110 under low pressure
12.
Many of the above-mentioned systems can be modeled by
a set of reaction-diffusion equations of the following form:
cir,t
t
= f ici,cj + ci − cir + Dici,
where the nonlinear functions f i describe the local dynamics
of the variables ci. The second term takes into account the
global coupling; the cornered brackets show that the spatial
average is taken, and  is the constant global coupling
strength. The third term describes simple diffusion with the
diffusion coefficient Di. In a more general formulation allow-
ing also for nonlocal coupling as occurring in the electro-
chemical systems considered here, the diffusion term has to
be replaced by an appropriate generalized coupling term,
such as an integral over a coupling function H 13–15. In
electrochemical systems the coupling function H is strictly
positive, and thus the nonlocal coupling is synchronizing, as
is the spatial coupling through diffusion. In contrast, the
strength of the global coupling  might be positive or nega-
tive, and thus the global coupling can have synchronizing or
desynchronizing properties, respectively.
The impact of the global coupling in reaction-diffusion
systems has been intensively studied for different active me-
dia, and the fundamental states induced by global coupling
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are well known. When the local dynamics is bistable, the
basic action of the GC is to drive the system into two sta-
tionary domains with distinct properties. Homogeneous sta-
tionary states can be destabilized through a local bifurcation
where the first nontrivial mode becomes unstable involving
either a real or a complex eigenvalue. In the first case a
stationary sinusoidal profile with the wave number k=1 de-
velops; the second one corresponds to a wave bifurcation
with k=1, leading to standing waves or pulses. In the oscil-
latory region, the GC favors the formation of oscillatory
clusters, i.e., spatial regions within which all positions oscil-
late with the same amplitude and frequency, whereas differ-
ent cluster regions oscillate with a constant phase difference
and possibly also different amplitudes. Yet, the diversity of
GC-induced patterns is by far richer. Not only do the basic
states undergo a variety of secondary bifurcations, but, de-
pending on the coupling parameters and the properties of the
local dynamics, the basic patterns might also be altered dras-
tically or even replaced by completely different dynamical
states.
So far there are only comparatively few systematic studies
that shed light onto the variation of the patterns with the GC
strength. In this paper we present a detailed numerical study
of the dynamics of a globally coupled, electrochemical relax-
ation oscillator as a function of the GC strength  and the
applied voltage U. U is the main bifurcation parameter in
electrochemical systems; essentially, it controls the distance
from the equilibrium potential of the main reaction. This
investigation was motivated by experiments on the dynamics
of the hydrogen oxidation reaction HOR on Pt in the pres-
ence of poisons, which revealed a rich variety of partly un-
known patterns for a sufficiently large negative GC strength,
among them target patterns, a dynamical state termed as an
asymmetric target pattern, and mixed states between these
two patterns as well as modulated pulses 16.
The HOR oscillator is a prototypical electrochemical os-
cillator whose local dynamics is well understood 17. It in-
volves the adsorption and desorption of two species, in our
case Cu2+ ions and Cl− ions which both inhibit oxidation of
hydrogen when adsorbed, i.e., they poison the electrode for
hydrogen oxidation. Owing to the opposite potential depen-
dence of the adsorption of the two species, one of them, Cl−
takes part in the positive feedback loop, whereas Cu2+ is an
essential species of the inhibitory, negative feedback loop.
Different sites of the electrode are coupled by nonlocal
migration coupling and by GC arising from the potentiostatic
control of the reaction 6. When induced by the potentio-
static operation mode, the GC is desynchronizing or nega-
tive. The local dynamics of the HOR oscillator is captured
with a four variable model nearly quantitatively. The spa-
tiotemporal model employed in the present simulation is
based on this homogeneous model and is introduced in Sec.
II. An overview of the observed spatiotemporal patterns at
different values of the above parameters is presented in Sec.
III A. The properties of the most significant patterns are ex-
plored in the following subsections. The results are put into a
general frame and compared with experiments in Sec. IV,
and Sec. V summarizes the presented findings.
II. MODEL
The local dynamics of the HOR in the presence of poisons
is captured nearly quantitatively with a reduced four variable
model, the variables being the double layer potential, DL,
the coverages of Cu, Cu, and Cl−, Cl, and the concentration
of Cu2+ ions in the reaction plane, c 17. The model describ-
ing the spatiotemporal dynamics is obtained taking addition-
ally into account the spatial coupling mediated by the electric
field within the electrolyte the migration coupling and the
NGC arising from the potentiostatic operation mode when-
ever the reference electrode RE is close to the working
electrode WE 18. Both coupling terms enter the evolution
equation of DL, which plays an activatory role in the sys-
tem. Compared to migration coupling, spatial coupling
through diffusion of the two adsorbates or of Cu2+ ions in the
reaction plane is negligible and, as was tested in simulations,
does not alter the dynamics. Consequently, it is not consid-
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= cCu1 − Cu − Cle−aCuDL − pCuCueaCuDL,
ir = c11 − Cu − Cl1 − 21 + ec2DL−1 .
The transformations into physical quantities and the defini-
tions of the dimensionless parameters are given in the
Appendix.
The first two terms of Eq. 1 describe the current density
of hydrogen oxidation, ir, and the migration current density
that would flow in a homogeneous situation, respectively.
They, thus, comprise the contribution of the local dynamics
to the evolution of DL. The reaction current is fitted to the
theoretically derived data using a more extensive model 17;
the fit parameters c1 and c2 are given in Table I.  / repre-
sents the dimensionless resistance between the WE and the
RE. The third term describes the global coupling. The cor-
nered brackets again indicate that the spatial average is
taken, and 	 −1,0 determines the strength of the nega-
tive GC. Physically 	 depends on the ratio of two resistances,
the resistance between the RE and the WE and the one be-
tween the WE and the counter–electrode CE, and is thus
experimentally well accessible. The last term in Eq. 1, fi-
nally, describes the nonlocal migration coupling. z is the di-
rection perpendicular to the WE and z=0 is a location at the
WE. The aspect ratio  determines the range of the coupling
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19, and 1+	 is the dimensionless conductivity. Note
that in order to separate the global coupling term from the
local part of the dynamics, the dimensionless  also depends
on 	 see Appendix. Thus, changing 	 leaves the homoge-
neous states unchanged on the expense of changing at the
same time the conductivity. A variation of 	 at constant con-
ductivity, on the other hand, requires that  is changed, al-
tering thus the homogeneous states. The latter situation is
realized in experiments, whereas the former one helps eluci-
date the role the global coupling plays for the dynamics.
Hence, below both types of parameter variations are consid-
ered.
The migration coupling is expressed in terms of the po-
tential in the electrolyte, . Since Laplace’s equation is valid
in the entire electrolyte =0 and potential variations at
the CE located at z=1 can be neglected, 
z=1 can be set to
zero, and DL=U−
z=0 is the only time-dependent bound-
ary condition of Laplace’s equation. Thus, Eq. 1 is a closed
expression.
The evolution of Cu and Cl Eqs. 2 and 3 are gov-
erned by the adsorption and desorption rates, respectively.

Cl and 
Cu denote the dimensionless relaxation times of the
activatory coverage Cl and the inhibitory coverage Cu, re-
spectively.  is the only free parameter introduced to model
the reported enhanced adsorption rate of Cl− in the presence
of adsorbed Cu 20. aCu governs the potential dependence of
Cu adsorption and desorption and pCl,Cu determine the ad-
sorption and/or desorption equilibrium potential of Cu and
Cl−, respectively.
The change of cCu Eq. 4 results from the difference
between the diffusion fluxes to and from the bulk electrolyte
solution, on the one hand, and adsorption and desorption
fluxes at the electrode, on the other hand.  defines the rela-
tive speed of adsorption and desorption of Cu2+ ions with
respect to diffusion from the bulk to the reaction plane.
Since the experiments were done with a thin ring elec-
trode on which patterns form only along the azimuthal direc-
tion, simulations are carried out along the one-dimensional
1D electrode, and periodic boundary conditions are used.
The electrolyte was restricted to a two-dimensional cylindri-
cal surface bound by the WE at one end and the CE at the
other end. For this geometry the eigenfunctions of the
Laplace operator along the azimuthal direction are Fourier
functions 21. Expanding all variables in a Fourier series,
evolution equations for the Fourier coefficients are obtained.
The resulting set of ordinary differential equations was inte-
grated using lsode 22 with a relative and absolute tolerance
of 10−14. Between 31 and 127 Fourier modes were used, and
different initial conditions were employed: In most cases, a
state close to the homogeneous unstable limit cycle with
noise of a relative amplitude 10−4 superimposed was cho-
sen as initial condition. This comes closest to the initial con-
ditions in experiments. To test for the coexistence of patterns,
initial conditions with a nearly rectangular perturbation in
space were employed, both with all variables in phase and
with a phase mismatch in the individual variables. Further-
more, also solutions obtained at parameter values close by
were used as initial conditions. Note, however, that owing to
the large phase space and the long integration time it was not
possible to perform an exhaustive study and we cannot ex-
clude that further stable patterns exist in the parameter re-
gions investigated.
The values of the nondimensional parameters as obtained
from experimental values and constants compiled in 17 are
given in Table I. 
Cl, 
Cu, pCl, , c1, c2, and aCu are fixed at
the given values throughout this section. The main bifurca-
tion parameters are the applied voltage, U, and the global
coupling strength, 	. The homogeneous steady states and the
maximum amplitude of oscillatory solutions of DL are
shown as a function of U in Fig. 1a.
FIG. 1. a One parameter continuation of the homogeneous steady states and homogeneous periodic solutions for the dimensionless
model, Eqs. 1–4. Solid line and dashed lines, stable and unstable stationary steady state, respectively; dots, maximal amplitude of
homogeneous periodic solutions stable or unstable depending on 	, s.b.. For parameters see Table I,  /0.296. b Location of Hopf
bifurcation points in the  /-U-parameter plane for the same parameter set.
TABLE I. Values of the nondimensional parameters used if not stated otherwise. Note that the number of
digits reflects the computer precision. The values are calculated from realistic, dimensional values of the
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At both ends the oscillatory region is encircled by super-
critical Hopf bifurcations. As mentioned above, also  is
varied in the following sections to be able to compare sys-
tems with identical physical conductivity under different glo-
bal couplings. The continuation of the two Hopf bifurcations
present for the parameter values of Table I cf. Fig. 1a is
presented in Fig. 1b in the  /-U-plane. The point of the
Hopf bifurcation at lower U, i.e. lower ir, is almost indepen-
dent of  / in a wide  /-interval. At higher U the limit
cycle is destroyed via a second Hopf bifurcation for high
conductivities, cf. Fig. 1a, and via a saddle-loop bifurcation
involving the coexisting saddle fixed point present at higher
DL for lower  / not shown in Fig. 1b, cf. upper right
corner in Fig. 1a.
Additionally, the aspect ratio  and pCu are varied. pCu
essentially determines the bulk concentration of copper
which has proved to be an important parameter in experi-
ments.
Equations 1–4 represent a stiff dynamical system for
physically meaningful parameters as given in Table I. For
this reason continuations of the spatially extended system
proved to be not feasible. Furthermore, due to long integra-
tion times, simulations could only be carried out for a limited
number of points in parameter space. Integrations were per-
formed until transients decayed. Typically about 50 oscilla-
tion periods of the homogeneous system sufficed to observe
stable spatiotemporal behavior.
III. RESULTS
A. Overview of observed patterns
The spatiotemporal dynamics of the HOR in the presence
of Cl− and Cu2+ was investigated on a grid over the two main
bifurcation parameters, U and 	, using model Eqs. 1–4
and parameter values given in Table I if not stated otherwise.
U was varied in the oscillatory region of the HOR and 	
values were chosen in the NGC interval 	 −1,0. The
parameter grid was evaluated at three different values of pCu
and the results are summarized in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
Simulations without global coupling yield homogeneous
dynamics for aspect ratios  of the order of 1. Systems with
smaller aspect ratios also display pulses. Homogeneous os-
cillations stay stable up to 	−0.65 for 2.8. For U
2.3 and U17.8 the system relaxes to the homogeneous
stationary fixed point, cf. Fig. 1. For U in the oscillatory
interval and 	−0.65 a variety of spatiotemporal patterns
are observed, which are characterized in detail in the follow-
ing sections. They include pulses, antiphase oscillations,
modulated oscillations MO, so-called cluster patterns CP,
one dimensional target patterns TP i.e., pulse pairs which
are periodically emitted from an oscillatory wave source in
analogy to target patterns observed in two-dimensional sys-
tems and patterns that were termed asymmetric target pat-
terns A-TP 16. Several parameter combinations support
multiple spatiotemporal patterns such that the final pattern
depends on the initial condition cf. Fig. 2.
Figure 2 summarizes the findings for pCu= pCu
0 10−4 and
thus corresponds to the lowest investigated copper concen-
tration. The behavior in this region proved to be the richest
one, especially for strong negative global coupling, 	=−0.9.
In Fig. 3 pattern formation as a function of the applied
potential and the global coupling was investigated for a fixed
physical conductivity at pCu= pCu
0 10−2. Consequently, 
had to be changed for different values of 	. Ergo, also the
homogeneous dynamics and hence the U range where oscil-
FIG. 2. Color online Spatiotemporal patterns in the U-
	-parameter plane for pCu= pCu
0 10−4 for other parameters see
Table I. The homogeneous steady state is observed on the left and
right borders of the figure dashed lines and homogeneous oscilla-
tions are found for 	−0.6. Bistability is indicated by stacking the
respective symbols. TP, target pattern; MO, modulated oscillations;
CP, cluster pattern; A-TP, asymmetric target pattern.
FIG. 3. Color online Pattern formation under varying global
coupling 	 and adjusting  at the same time to investigate the
system behavior for fixed physical conductivity 1+	=const.
The homogeneous steady state is globally stable outside the region
marked with the dashed line cf. Fig. 1. pCu= pCu
0 10−2, for other
parameters see Table I. MO, modulated oscillations; TP, target
pattern.
FIG. 4. Color online Approximate regions where various pat-
terns induced by the negative global coupling are observed for
pCu= pCu
0 for other parameters see Table I. MO, modulated oscil-
lations; TP, target pattern; A-TP, asymmetric target pattern.
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lations could be observed at all change with changing global
coupling cf. Fig. 1.
The observed dynamics for pCu= pCu
0 are displayed in Fig.
4. It corresponds to parameter values investigated in the pre-
vious section dealing with the homogeneous dynamics cf.
Fig. 1.
A few general trends apart from the mere existence region
of inhomogeneous spatiotemporal behavior can be observed
in Figs. 2–4. Pulses are favored at the lower and upper U
boundary of oscillatory behavior. Pulses are also observed
for U values outside the oscillatory region at the lower U
boundary. Thus, these pulses indicate that either excitable
dynamics exist in a small parameter region before the Hopf
bifurcation or that the wave instability destabilizes the homo-
geneous steady state at lower U. A similar behavior is not
exhibited at the upper U boundary. Modulated oscillations
and target patterns are found for lower values of the negative
global coupling. The richest behavior is displayed at
	=−0.9 where asymmetric target patterns, cluster patterns,
and multistability between those and other aforementioned
patterns exist.
In the next sections characteristics and different forms of
occurrence of the above-mentioned patterns are studied in
detail.
B. Pulses and antiphase oscillations
As mentioned above the most basic patterns to be ex-
pected in an oscillatory system under NGC, namely, pulses
and antiphase oscillations, are only observed near the bound-
aries of oscillatory behavior. In both cases, however, the sim-
plest form of these patterns was hardly observed at all. In-
stead, the antiphase oscillations were found to be translatory
unstable, i.e., the entire pattern rotates around the ring as
depicted in Fig. 5. A common characteristic of the observed
pulses is that they exhibit an oscillatory instability resulting
in breathing of the pulse width and a nonconstant pulse
speed. These pulses are usually termed modulated pulses.
After the wave bifurcation giving rise to traveling wave so-
lutions, modulated pulses stem from a second oscillatory in-
stability introducing a second frequency into the system.
This is apparent in the time series of the total current density
that oscillates with a frequency which is independent from
the circulation time of the pulse.
Pulses during oscillatory oxidation of hydrogen under
NGC always display apparently chaotic modulations result-
ing in a chaotic total current density, see Fig. 6a 33. These
chaotically modulated pulses coexist with asymmetric target
patterns in certain parameter regions s.b..
Pulses traveling with constant shape and speed are found
only in the regime in which the mode of homogeneous os-
cillations is not yet present in the system and for high pCu.
The same is true for modulated pulses displaying a periodic
modulation. The modulation amplitude of the periodically
modulated pulse is strongly decreased as compared to the
chaotic situation, cf. Fig. 6.
C. Modulated oscillations (MOs) and target patterns (TPs)
The most common patterns displayed by Eqs. 1–4 in
the region of intermediate NGC are modulated oscillations
and target patterns cf. Figs. 2–4. An example of a modu-
lated oscillation is depicted in Fig. 7. The pattern is practi-
cally homogeneous apart from the fast stages of the oscilla-
tions. The inhomogeneous part of the spatiotemporal motion
can be made visible by subtracting the space averaged value
of DL at every time moment, see Fig. 7b. It becomes clear
that the homogeneous oscillations are modulated with a spa-
tial wave number one which only shows up on the fast tran-
sitions connecting active and passive state. The representa-
tion of the dynamics as in Fig. 7, i.e., the x , t plot of DL
FIG. 5. Color online Rotating antiphase oscillation. Upper
plate, DLx , t; lower plate, it. Parameters: U=5, =2.51069,
pCu= pCu
0
, 	=−0.7. The map used here and in the following is also
displayed with minimum and maximum values of DL though
DL,min and DL,max differ in the individual figures. For other pa-
rameters see Table I.
FIG. 6. Color online Typical pulse forms ob-
served in the a oscillatory and b nonoscilla-
tory regime. A second independent frequency is
visible in the total current density. Upper plates,
DLx , t; lower plates, it. a Chaotically
modulated pulse. Parameters: U=6, pCu= pCu
0
,
	=−0.9. b Periodically modulated pulse. Pa-
rameters: U=2, =1.125534, pCu= pCu
0 10−2,
	=−0.9. For other parameters see Table I.
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and DL− DL supplemented with the total current density
as a function of time, is used in all plots from now on.
Modulated oscillations are observed for low NGC
strengths, i.e., the desynchronizing effect is not effective
enough to promote inhomogeneities at all times. The “pump-
ing” into inhomogeneous modes is strong enough to promote
spatial patterns only during the fast stages of the relaxation
oscillations. Modulated oscillations are thus genuine patterns
to observe in systems under NGC displaying relaxationlike
oscillations in the homogeneous system.
Increasing the NGC, the inhomogeneities become more
pronounced until the passive stage of the oscillation is com-
pletely inhomogeneous. Such a pattern is shown in Fig. 8a.
It apparently resembles a 1D target pattern. Two waves are
emitted from a source point and travel along the ring until
they annihilate on the opposite side of the ring 34. The
waves are decelerated which yields an asymmetric pattern in
time and facilitates the distinction between target patterns
and modulated oscillations. To shed light on the question of
whether the NGC or the nonlocal migration coupling is re-
sponsible for the deceleration, the aspect ratio  is decreased
to values where the migration coupling can be approximated
by a diffusional term 23. The resulting target pattern is
displayed in Fig. 8b and the constant speed of the traveling
waves suggests that the migration coupling causes the decel-
eration. Note however that the global coupling strength in
Fig. 8b is decreased compared to Fig. 8a.
A further apparent difference between modulated oscilla-
tions and target patterns is the joining of the inhomogeneities
in the uprising and falling flanks that is clearly absent in the
subtracted data of the modulated oscillation shown in Fig. 7.
However, the transition from modulated oscillations to target
patterns is continuous. A suitable quantitative measure to de-
cide whether a pattern should be classified as a modulated
oscillation or a target pattern is the time average over one
oscillation of the total current density. Target patterns exhibit
a more pronounced spatial symmetry breaking. On average
the total current density in the region in which the two waves
meet is higher than on the rest of the ring. Also modulated
oscillations show some asymmetry, but less pronounced than








FIG. 7. Color online Modulated oscillations. a DLx , t; b
Inhomogeneous part of the double layer potential, DL− DL; c
Total current density as a function of time displaying the relaxation-
like behavior of the underlying oscillations. Parameters: U=14,
pCu= pCu
0 10−4, 	=−0.7, for other parameters see Table I.
FIG. 8. Color online Two examples of
type-1 target patterns TPs. Upper plates,
DLx , t; middle plates, DL− DL; lower
plates, it. a Typical TP observed for most U,
	, and pCu values. Parameters: U=12, pCu= pCu
0
,
	=−0.9. b TP as observed for larger aspect ra-
tios smaller . Parameters: U=11, =0.1,
=0.03, pCu= pCu
0 10−4, 	=−0.5. For other pa-
rameters see Table I.











could be defined to classify patterns with r=maxxhxrt as
modulated oscillations and the ones above this threshold as
target patterns. A systematic study of the evolution of r as a
function of the model parameters could not be performed due
to the long integration times.
The passivation of the source point, which actually would
be better characterized as a source region in this case, is
accompanied by a steep fall in the total current density. The
current minimum is reached as soon as the two waves meet
on the opposite side of the ring. The active current plateau is
reached after the annihilation.
For 	=−0.9, pCu= pCu
0 10−4, and U10 the rising flank
is interrupted by a small peak. The small peak continuously
grows with increasing voltage until a qualitatively new form
of target pattern as depicted in Fig. 9a is observed. The
type-2 target pattern almost completely lacks the above-
mentioned asymmetry in time. The source and annihilation
region are of the same size. The growth of the “prepeak” is
accompanied by a shortening of the active period. Finally no
active period remains and the two waves annihilate at the
same time at which two new waves are sent out.
Figure 9b depicts a third type of a target pattern that is
identified at the lower voltage boundary of oscillatory behav-
ior. Again no active quasihomogeneous period is present.
Despite the substantial similarity in the spatiotemporal pic-
tures of the target pattern type-2 and the target pattern type-3
the total current density reveals that they are indeed quite
different. Target pattern type-3 almost resembles a cluster
pattern since the annihilation region becomes active as soon
as the source region goes passive. Target pattern type-3 was
classified as a target pattern rather than a cluster pattern for
continuity reasons.
Target pattern type-1 tends to coexist with the asymmetric
target pattern. Note that in case the target pattern type-1 ex-
hibits a small prepeak it is indistinguishable from an asym-
metric target pattern on the basis of the global time series
s.b..
D. Asymmetric target patterns (A-TPs)
Asymmetric target patterns represent oscillatory patterns
in which two waves originate at a source point but only one
of them travels around the ring. The other one is pinned at a
certain position close to the wave source and stays approxi-
mately at this position until it annihilates with the wave emit-
ted in the opposite direction 16. Asymmetric target patterns
have been presented in an earlier publication and are thus not
discussed in detail at this point 24.
Regular asymmetric target patterns coexist with chaoti-
cally modulated pulses of the type shown in Fig. 6a in
certain parameter regimes. On the other hand, regular asym-
metric target patterns also coexist with target patterns of
type-1 in different regions in parameter space. As can be
expected due to the presence of a strong spatial defect in the
asymmetric target pattern, asymmetric target patterns are fa-
vored for initial conditions also exhibiting such an inhomo-
geneity. Nevertheless, regular asymmetric target patterns can
also be observed starting from homogeneous initial condi-
tions.
Apart from regular asymmetric target patterns also irregu-
lar asymmetric target patterns are found cf. 24.
E. Cluster patterns (CPs)
The last building block of pattern formation induced by
NGC during the HOR are Cluster patterns. Cluster patterns
are characterized by the presence of a small number of do-
mains of equal oscillation phase and amplitude. Two ex-
amples of cluster patterns found are presented in Fig. 10. The
phase relation between two neighboring domains stays con-
stant in time. Since the amplitudes of the individual oscilla-
tions in each domain are of the same size, cf. Fig. 11, these
cluster patterns are termed phase clusters.
FIG. 9. Color online a Second type of tar-
get pattern found during the HOR. Parameters:
U=15, pCu= pCu
0 10−2, 	=−0.9. b Type-3 tar-
get pattern observed at the lower U boundary.
Parameters: U=3, pCu= pCu
0 10−4, 	=−0.7. For
other parameters see Table I. Upper plates,
DLx , t; middle plates, DL− DL; lower
plates, it.
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The phase domains are connected by sharp transition
fronts. Since the oscillations are relaxationlike, the ampli-
tudes of the different phase clusters are almost identical at
certain stages of a full oscillatory cycle. During these active
intervals the phase clusters are separated by a slightly more
passive potential “wall.” In all observed cluster patterns the
fronts were not stationary in time but traveling with a con-
stant velocity. Due to work by Ising and Bloch, traveling
fronts are also called Bloch fronts 25. The symmetry break-
ing instability leading to traveling fronts is called Ising-
Bloch bifurcation.
The global time series and thus the spatiotemporal motion
are found to be periodic in all cluster patterns.
In Fig. 10a a cluster pattern consisting of two phase
domains is presented. The oscillatory medium is divided into
two regions of equal size, as is clearly visible in Fig. 10c in
which a snapshot of the spatiotemporal motion at a certain
time moment of the evolution is presented. This property is
also called phase balance. It is a well-known characteristic of
cluster behavior in reaction-diffusion systems and reflects the
absence of an intrinsic length scale.
Apart from the two-phase cluster pattern, three-phase
cluster patterns are also observed, actually the three-phase
cluster pattern shown in Fig. 10b coexists with the two-
phase cluster pattern discussed above. The three-phase clus-
ter pattern displays the same properties as the two-phase
cluster pattern. Only Bloch fronts are stable and the phase
balance is reached after transients decayed, cf. Fig. 10d.
IV. DISCUSSION
The local dynamics of the HOR model 1–4 exhibits
relaxation oscillations in wide parameter regions, in agree-
ment with experiments. In the present study the impact of a
NGC on the spatiotemporal dynamics of an extended elec-
trode during the oscillatory HOR was numerically investi-
gated to help us understand experimental findings. However,
from a more abstract point of view, we can consider the
investigation also as a study of the dynamics of a field of
relaxation oscillators that is subject to nonlocal synchroniz-
ing and global desynchronizing coupling. Before comparing
the results with the experiments, we discuss them from this
more general point of view. The three two-parameter bifur-
cation diagrams shown in Figs. 2–4 reveal that the system
exhibits a clear trend in response to the GC with increasing
strength 
	
. First of all, without NGC the entire system os-
cillated for all parameter values synchronously. Adopting the
FIG. 10. Color online a Traveling two-
phase cluster pattern. b Traveling three-phase
cluster pattern observed for the same parameter
values. Upper plates, DLx , t; middle plates,
DL− DL; lower plates, it. c DLx , t at
t=21 000 and d at t=15 200 for the cluster pat-
terns presented in a and b, respectively. Pa-
rameters: U=5, pCu= pCu
0 10−4, 	=−0.9, for
other parameters see Table I.
FIG. 11. Time series DLx1/2 , t at two different points x1/2 in
space representing the two-phase domains for the cluster pattern
presented in Fig. 10a.
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nomenclature used in connection with reaction diffusion
RD systems to systems with nonlocal coupling, we can
classify our reaction-migration system without GC as
Benjamin Feir BF stable for all investigated conditions
26. The spatially uniform oscillations remain stable for low
GC strengths. By increasing the strength of the global cou-
pling, the homogeneous limit cycle becomes unstable and is
replaced by modulated oscillations with spatial variations de-
veloping on the steep flanks of the oscillations. Upon a fur-
ther increase of the NGC strength, the spatial modulations
become more pronounced, modulated oscillations transform-
ing into target patterns, which, at the highest GC strength
investigated tend to coexist with other inhomogeneous states,
such as their asymmetric variant, pulses or cluster patterns,
or they are replaced by one of the latter states. Thus, clearly,
NGC favors the formation of inhomogeneous states also for
BF stable relaxation oscillations, though, the resulting pat-
terns possess for moderate coupling strength still quasihomo-
geneous intervals. Furthermore, the critical coupling strength
at which oscillations are destabilized is considerable. An-
other type of electrochemical oscillators, so-called N-NDR
N-shaped negative differential resistance oscillators 27
possess at the upper limit of the oscillatory region a large U
interval with harmonic oscillations, which only become re-
laxationlike close to the end of the oscillatory region at low
U values. In this system, inhomogeneous oscillations that are
born in a wave bifurcation are found already at much lower
values of the NGC strength 28. Furthermore, when the os-
cillations are relaxationlike, spatial inhomogeneities pre-
dominantly develop when the current exhibits fast changes,
similar to the modulated oscillations described above. It is
likely that these findings do not depend on the specific sys-
tems but that quite generally spatial patterns develop at a
lower strength of a NGC in the case of harmonic oscillations
than for relaxation oscillations.
Next, let us discuss how the numerical results compare
with experiments. First of all, all the patterns reported above,
i.e., modulated oscillations, target patterns, asymmetric target
patterns, pulses, and cluster patterns, were also observed ex-
perimentally 16,29,30. In this context it is worth noting that
even more subtle features of the dynamics are captured, such
as the form of the current oscillations accompanying target
patterns, including the fingerprint of the decelerated waves,
or the double peak structure of the current time trace seen in
case of the A- TPs 16,24. Furthermore, also in experiments,
pulses never had a constant shape or speed, but were modu-
lated instead. However, in the case of the experimental
pulses, the modulation frequency typically coincided with
the time of circulation of the pulse. As discussed in 16,
there are arguments supporting the hypothesis that inhomo-
geneities of the electrode surface lead to the pinning of the
modulation frequency to the circulation frequency. But it
could not be excluded that the modulations stem from sur-
face inhomogeneities along the ring electrode and, hence, do
not originate from an intrinsic dynamic instability. In the
present numerical study, modulated pulses were found exclu-
sively. This represents a further strong argument for the first
conjecture.
The above cited experiments have recently been supple-
mented by a systematic study in the 	−U-parameter plane
for a Cu2+ concentration slightly higher than the one used in
16. The results are depicted in Fig. 12. First, the basic
building blocks of the bifurcation diagrams of Figs. 2–4,
modulated oscillations, target patterns, and pulses, are again
found in the experiments, target patterns occurring at higher
values of 
	
 than modulated oscillations and modulated
pulses at higher 
	
 than target patterns, which clearly
matches the numerically found trend. However, there are
also decisive differences, most importantly, modulated oscil-
lations, similar to the ones depicted in Fig. 7, are already
found at vanishing coupling strength, and also the other pat-
terns are shifted to lower absolute values of 	 compared with
the simulations. Hence, the experiments suggest that the sys-
tem is already BF unstable without GC. Indeed, at much
lower Cu2+ concentration, a transition from modulated oscil-
lations to turbulence was found for increasing U and in the
absence of GC 32. In this parameter region, NGC de-
stroyed the modulated oscillations already at coupling
strengths much lower than in the present case and typically
lead to clustered states rather than target patterns or pulses
30. So far, BF unstable states were not obtained in the
simulations, suggesting that at low Cu2+ concentrations there
are elements in the local dynamics that are not captured in
the model, or that there is a shift of one or perhaps even
more parameters between model and experiment. This point
calls for further investigations. Still, the qualitative agree-
ment of the dynamics at high Cu2+ concentration substanti-
ates our above discussion on the impact of NGC on relax-
ation oscillations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical investigations of spatiotemporal pattern forma-
tion during the oscillatory oxidation of hydrogen in the pres-
ence of Cu2+ and Cl− have been presented. The results given
here present the study of the influence of negative GC on a
relaxation oscillator. The reduced four variable model intro-
duced in 17 was used for the modeling. The system dis-
plays homogeneous relaxation oscillations without global
coupling for almost all parameter values tested. The exis-
tence of pulses was reported in a region of smaller aspect
FIG. 12. Color online Experimentally obtained bifurcation dia-
gram. Experimental details can be found in 29. RHE, reversible
hydrogen electrode 31.
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ratios in the absence of negative GC in the oscillatory re-
gime.
With increasing NGC four distinct spatiotemporal patterns
are observed. Pulses and antiphase oscillations and modu-
lated oscillations and target patterns are found for intermedi-
ate negative GC. Additionally, we present the observation of
cluster patterns and asymmetric target patterns at high nega-
tive GC. The first theoretical evidence of cluster patterns on
a spatially extended electrode was given.
The theoretical results reproduce the experimentally ob-
served patterns with outstanding consilience. Thus, it was
shown that not only the homogeneous dynamics is captured
by the model Eqs. 1–4, but that the reduced model also is
sufficient to describe the rich previously uncaptured spa-
tiotemporal dynamics during the HOR in the presence of
negative GC. Besides the GC the only spatial coupling
mechanism taken into account is the migration coupling act-
ing on DL. Again, we note that some trends in the experi-
ments could not yet be reproduced and that the NGC
strengths used in the simulations exceed those in the experi-
ments.
The presented model can now be used for extended inves-
tigations of pattern formation during the HOR. Especially the
influence of distributed parameters on the front motion in
asymmetric target patterns and the modulation frequency of
the modulated pulses is an interesting question. Also the in-
troduction of a “toy model” that preserves the phenomeno-
logical spatiotemporal behavior but lacks the numerical dif-
ficulties would be desirable to gain deeper insight into the
dynamics by computing bifurcation diagrams. A second un-
resolved issue is the turbulent dynamics observed in experi-
ments without global coupling 32.
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APPENDIX
Equations 1–4 are obtained from the reduced four vari-
able model via the transformations
DL→ DL = 
aCl
DL,
c→ c = c/cCub ,
t→ t = 2DCuCu−2t ,
x→ x = 2L−1x ,
z→ z = z/w .
All voltages are rescaled accordingly. Primes are omitted in
Eqs. 1–4 for clarity. The new parameters used are com-
posed of the old one as follows again primes were omitted
at the obvious places. Definitions of the physical constants


































Parameter values as obtained from the constants and param-
eters given in 17 are given in Table I.
TABLE II. Physical constants.
cx
b
=bulk concentration of species x
N=number of free surface sites
kx
a/b
=adsorption and desorption velocity of species x, respectively
Dx=diffusion constant of species x
ax=potential dependence of the adsorption and/or desorption
isotherm
CDL=capacity of the double layer
x=thickness of the diffusion layer of species x
DL
x,0
=equilibrium voltage of adsorption and/or desorption
isotherm of species x
=specific conductivity of the electrolyte
L=length of the electrode
w=distance between CE and WE
Re=external resistance
R=cell resistance
Ru=uncompensated cell resistance, i.e., resistance between the RE
and the WE
U=applied voltage
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